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PrefacePreface

What we are talking about?
 
        ~20 telescopes for the North-site and ~70 telescopes for the South-site
        an expected RAW data rate of 0.4-5.3 GB/s for both sites
There is an expected volume of ~24TB per day and ~3PB per year of RAW CTA data
assuming  ~15% observation time over the whole year (Lamanna et al. 2012).
 

Cherenkow Telescope ArrayCherenkow Telescope Array

MiniarrayMiniarrayASTRIASTRI



  

PrefacePreface
This huge amount of RAW data can grow up to 10 PB per year including calibrations, 
reduction and MC simulation data. 
BUT.....  recent simulations (N.Neyroud et al) show that:

this is the MOST OPTIMISTIC SCENARIOthis is the MOST OPTIMISTIC SCENARIO 
The most pessimistic estimation takes >100PB per year!!!

In any case the CTA Archive system must store, archive, handle and provide easy 
access to a such huge amount of data for a long time.



  

Requirements for CTA AS #1Requirements for CTA AS #1

It is possible to itemize a list of required characteristicslist of required characteristics for a CTA for a CTA 
Archiving and Software System, ASArchiving and Software System, AS (according to [5], [7] & [11]):
● High Performance Storage System, HPSSHigh Performance Storage System, HPSS (massive I/O & parallel (massive I/O & parallel 

computing)computing). To aggregate performances of many workstations, 
their storage into single virtual entity.

● High Throughput Storage System, HTSSHigh Throughput Storage System, HTSS (optimized transfer &  (optimized transfer & 
minimize latency)minimize latency). To optimize data transmission and move 
efficiently files, eventually with high compression rates.

● Long-term durable, persistent and secure data storageLong-term durable, persistent and secure data storage 
(customized hardware). Data need to be transferred from sites, 
processed, archived and remotely accessed (for at least 30 
years).

● Different levels of accessDifferent levels of access (web-based secure portal). At any time 
for the whole data sample (science data, calibrations and 
simulations for any data reduction level).



  

Requirements for CTA AS #2Requirements for CTA AS #2
● High level of availability, low access latencyHigh level of availability, low access latency (possibly dedicated 

high performance network). The archive resource must act like a 
local storage disk.

● Secure access to dataSecure access to data (encryption and proprietary restriction). 
Must be provided and granted several user-case-levels to access 
in different way to data.

● Linear scalabilityLinear scalability (storage must increase in time). By adding 
physically separated storage resources to the system.

● Hardware No-Single Point of FailureHardware No-Single Point of Failure (no-SPOF). A suitable 
system must be fault tolerant in order to prevent any hard/system 
fail (no reboot or service hang for maintenance ). 

● High Performance and fault tolerant DBHigh Performance and fault tolerant DB (handle BigData). The 
database service must provide easy access to meta-data 
descriptors entities for a very huge amount of meta-data, 
collecting and aggregating them efficiently.

● Minimize costsMinimize costs (costs _vs_ benefits). To reach all desired goals 
without loss of efficiency. 



  

Different IT Solutions for CTA ASDifferent IT Solutions for CTA AS

1) Centralized Storage SystemCentralized Storage System: a simple system with a firewall, a 
server, one (or more) archiving resources, a database of meta-data 
an a back-end service for user access
2) Distributed Archive SystemDistributed Archive System: a single cloud resource 
composed by several storage entities.

Depending on the degree of redundancy and the intercorrelations between different 
entities it is possible to subdivide between distributed solutions:
          a) a) Totally Distributed ASTotally Distributed AS:: where all distributed resources are totally independent   
              but mutually correlated by an also distributed resource manager
          b) b) Hybrid Distributed ASHybrid Distributed AS:: where several storage resources are linked together 
              by a common (central) resource manager, thus each resource is not completely
              independent from each other. 
          c) c) Scheduled Distributed ASScheduled Distributed AS:: where several different entities work like a relay
              team. Any single entity takes care of data storage, handling and processing of
              few days and retrieves only  high-level products to a common distributed 
              cloud and database system (centralizes). 



  

Different IT Solutions for CTA ASDifferent IT Solutions for CTA AS

CENTRALIZED APPROACHCENTRALIZED APPROACH



  

Different IT Solutions for CTA ASDifferent IT Solutions for CTA AS



  

Different IT Solutions for CTA ASDifferent IT Solutions for CTA AS

DISTRIBUTED APPROACHDISTRIBUTED APPROACH

??



  

Different IT Solutions for CTA ASDifferent IT Solutions for CTA AS



  

Comparison between AS Comparison between AS 

Centralized AS _vs_ Distributed ASCentralized AS _vs_ Distributed AS 

Giving the same AS providing ~10PB redundant
 

CENTRALIZED:CENTRALIZED:  
● 20PB of storage disk space needed 
● two times the infrastructure cost (i.e. computation, cooling and 

electrical power consumption) 
● two times the manpower needed to manage a single huge DC 
● ethernet bandwidth limitations
● all considerations involved in the risk management
DISTRIBUTED:DISTRIBUTED:
● ~12-14PB of disk space needed (→ save lots of disk space) 
● ~30-40 % for the total infrastructure cost (i.e. computation, cooling 

and electrical power consumption)
● more efficient (each user connect to its nearest node)
● very easily scalable (adding resources)

 



  

Comparison between AS Comparison between AS 

Centralized AS _vs_ Distributed ASCentralized AS _vs_ Distributed AS 
The most tricky requirement is the linear scalable requestlinear scalable request for such 
a great amount of data
Moreover the necessity to distribute geographically the storagedistribute geographically the storage 
power over several storage entities
            → this force the selection choice to a

 Distributed Archive SystemDistributed Archive System (possibly independent)
This approach presents several advantages: 
● lower cost respect to a single huge data centre, 
● distributed solution permits easy manageability
● distributed file-system to treat the whole system like a single entity
● distributed database of meta-data within the architecture
● easily scalable by adding new nodes on the system
● easily maintainable by performing management of a single storage 

entity at a time without prejudice for the whole archive and/or the 
normal operations.



  

Recommended AS Solution Recommended AS Solution 

List of recommended & proposed characteristics that a CTA distributed archive 
system should include within its environment.
● CTA-CLOUDCTA-CLOUD: A “dedicated”  Cloud Distributed Storage System , CDSS for the 

CTA AS is the principal resource for general purpose data I/O access 
(authentication ad secure access by user/case – levels) → Cloud-Manager (CM) 
service to manage/set-up several Storage Nodes (Sns)Storage Nodes (Sns) 

● A Distributed File System (DFS)A Distributed File System (DFS)  permits the maximization of the I/O throughput.  
Regardless of the data-source each submitted file can be automatically divided 
into compressed chunks/blocks (I.e. lossless) and replicated through nodes 
according to a desired degrees of replicationreplication (i.e. redundancyredundancy)

● A Distributed Database (DDB)A Distributed Database (DDB) is present on each SN can populate distributed 
tables by  meta-data descriptors and update its content to other SNs' distributed 
database (possible approaches: SQL??? or NO-SQL or AQL/FQL) 

● High Performance ComputingHigh Performance Computing in each SN it may be convenient to include 
computing resources in order to run on-line specific pipelines for 
data/calibration/reduction mostly during data ingestion (i.e. GPUs like approach or 
dedicated Blade servers)



  

Recommended AS SolutionRecommended AS Solution

An hardware/software entity is defied → An hardware/software entity is defied → Storage Block, SBStorage Block, SB

Storage Node (SN) Storage Node (SN) 
+ + 

Distributed File System (DFS) Distributed File System (DFS) 
+ + 

Distributed Database (DD) Distributed Database (DD) 
+ + 

Distributed Computing (DC) Distributed Computing (DC) 

This entity is the first atomic “building-block” of a scalable distributed cloud storage. 
A single SB can be considered as first prototype for CTA AS (real ASTRI/MA data 
and/or simulated MC data)).
Thus several SBs → network of distributed resources (i.e. CTA CloudCTA Cloud) → 

fault toleracy, geographical distribution (and commitment) for CTA partners.  



  

Recommended AS SolutionRecommended AS Solution



  

Recommended AS Solution Recommended AS Solution 

The CTA CloudCTA Cloud is necessary to envelope all CTA 
services and make possible a standard access 
protocol from different sites to that services.
To be part of that network each single SN will need 
to match special requirements (HW & SFTW).
The ON-SITE SNsON-SITE SNs are just two distinct SN with lots 
of temporary storage (for data flow) and computing 
(for on-line/on-site analysis).
Because of being part of the cloud each node will 
be accessible from another node in the cloud.
An external userexternal user will only need to safely connect 
to the CTA cloud in order to access to all resources 
available in the cloud. 



  

Distributed File System DFSDistributed File System DFS

The no-SPOF paradigmno-SPOF paradigm needs to minimize the time latency and forwards requests 
directly to the DFSDFS, which returns packets that match a client query.
The read/write procedure is delegated to the DFS, which divides the file in 
sub-packets and compresses them, (a good compression ensures an higher 
throughput in the data transfer) 

  we identify HEASOFT fpack suite for data I/O, 
compression and checksum (in collaboration with NASA)
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What about Databases?What about Databases?

A Database involved in a Distributed AS will take care to preserve both 
informations about the observing acquisitions both informations where data  is 
securely stored within the cloud. 

Three different approaches are suitable to build the desired DB:
Structured Query Language, SQLStructured Query Language, SQL. SQL is a special purpose 

programming language designed for managing data held in a Relational 
DataBase Management System, RDBMS. Depending on the data structure it is 
possible to talk of Object Oriented Database Management System, OODBMS. 

Hashing, NoSQLHashing, NoSQL. In computing a hash-table is a data structure used to 
implement an associative array (i.e. a structure that can map keys into values). 
A hash table uses a hash function to compute an index into an array, from 
which the correct value can be found.

Array (or Functional) Query Language, AQL/FQLArray (or Functional) Query Language, AQL/FQL. Where instead of 
having hash data structure it is possible to define multidimensional matrixes of 
data organized by the use of mapping indexes (an array with values associated 
to different type of indexes to identify the ).



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases

Data-Mining Studies concerning Knowledge Discovery in Databases, KDD, revealed that 

                                                  the simplier is the data design                     the simplier is the data design                     
    the higher performant is the related data system    the higher performant is the related data system       

The The standard RDBMS/OODBMSstandard RDBMS/OODBMS has several  has several limitationslimitations::

1.1. uses a uses a table-based normalization approach to data (data structures tampers with the  normalization approach to data (data structures tampers with the 
data, programs or both); data, programs or both); 2.2. database updates  destroy information, so when data   destroy information, so when data 
changes, the database should just add records; changes, the database should just add records; 3.3.  performance falls offperformance falls off when a  when a 
RDBMS/OODBMS normalize data, because normalization requires more tables, table RDBMS/OODBMS normalize data, because normalization requires more tables, table 
joins, keys and indexes and thus more internal database operations (database grow up joins, keys and indexes and thus more internal database operations (database grow up 
into the terabytes dim)into the terabytes dim)

The The NoSQL technology NoSQL technology should be used instead of a RDBMS where: should be used instead of a RDBMS where: 

1.1. t the dhe data modelata model is simple;  is simple; 2.2. high performancehigh performance is a must;  is a must; 3.3. strict  strict data consistencydata consistency is  is 
not required; not required; 4.4. it is  it is easy to mapeasy to map complex values to known keys. complex values to known keys.

The The AQL/FQL technologyAQL/FQL technology approaches are more convenient where : approaches are more convenient where :

1. 1. data are naturally organized into arrays or matrixes; data are naturally organized into arrays or matrixes; 2. 2. where it is easy to map different where it is easy to map different 
data dimensions by several interconnected (related) indexes; data dimensions by several interconnected (related) indexes; 3.3. where data are easily  where data are easily 
arranged into blocks of contiguous entries.arranged into blocks of contiguous entries.

simple data-design aprroach simple data-design aprroach is the best choice in order to allow scalability respect to a rigid-complex data structure



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases

NotOnly SQL family DatabasesNotOnly SQL family Databases

NoSQL  databases do not provide a high-level declarative query NoSQL  databases do not provide a high-level declarative query 

language like SQL, this avoids overtime in processinglanguage like SQL, this avoids overtime in processing

Key-values Stores.Key-values Stores. The main idea here is using a hash table where there is a unique key and a 
pointer to a particular item of data. The Key/value model is the simplest and easiest to implement. 
Suitable choices are Voldemort, Oracle BDBVoldemort, Oracle BDB.

Column Family StoresColumn Family Stores. To store and process very large amounts of data distributed over many 
machines. There are still key/values pair but they point to multiple columns. The columns are 
arranged by column family. Suitable choices are Cassandra, HBaseCassandra, HBase.

Document DatabasesDocument Databases. They are similar to key-value stores. The model is basically versioned 
documents that are collections of other key-value collections. Document databases are essentially 
the next level of Key/value, allowing nested values associated with each key. They support 
querying more efficiently. Suitable choices are CouchDB, MongoDbCouchDB, MongoDb.

Graph DatabasesGraph Databases. A flexible graph model is used. This configuration can easily scale across 
multiple machines.  Suitable choises are Neo4J, InfoGrid, InfiniteGraphNeo4J, InfoGrid, InfiniteGraph.

AQL/FQL DatabasesAQL/FQL Databases. They uses associative arrays where the relational keywords are provided by a set 
of indexes structured in order to fine map the desired data structure. It is a cluster and distributed paradigm. 
The best product of this family is the SciDB Paradigm4SciDB Paradigm4 product.



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases

Metadata designMetadata design ([4] and [5]) is crucial to allow the archive scalability:  ([4] and [5]) is crucial to allow the archive scalability: 

«good» & «simple» data design →  data design →  easily scalableeasily scalable

 «bad»  & «complex» data design →  data design → hardly scalablehardly scalable

                    commercial trend shows that a very minimal approach to data design                 commercial trend shows that a very minimal approach to data design                 
is the key factor to allow an easy scalability of a storage systemis the key factor to allow an easy scalability of a storage system

It may be desirable to assign to each keyword-value pair of a fits-file header  an 
hash-entry in a distributed hash-table database.

It is possible to identify an univocal “obsid” keyword (Lucarelli et al, 2012 [6]) acts as a 
primary SQL database key in order to identify the acquisition date, the observing target 
and the telescope/array configuration for each observation performed related to that 
obsid acquisition.

The hash-ObsID keyword is thus the mapping relational keywordmapping relational keyword to reduce the 
CTA BigData.  Several different ObsID will be related to describe a coherent event 
sample (EventID), at this stage dataset table will define processing history and event 
selection criteria for the higher level reduction and analysis as well as for log monitoring 
processes. 

The same approach can be used identifying several indexes within a fine 
multi-dimensional array data structure in an AQL/FQL context.   



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases

The Operation of The Operation of “mapping” the  the <<<<rightright>>>> keywords” to manage BigDATA is one of the most  keywords” to manage BigDATA is one of the most 
crucial and consuming task.crucial and consuming task.
Without an aimed mapping the “Without an aimed mapping the “reductionreduction“ step explode in time/CPU consumption, without “ step explode in time/CPU consumption, without 
producing meaningful results.  producing meaningful results.  



  

Comparison between DatabasesComparison between Databases



  

Checkout current IT solutionsCheckout current IT solutions
Because the desired CTA CloudCTA Cloud should be a federation of  
(possibly) many Storage Blocks Storage Blocks (i.e. SN + DFS + DD + DC), it is 
possible to check-out the current IT solutions to develop a such 
customized architecture (in terms of hardware and software):

  

Thus an hypothesis of Software IT Solutions and Open-Source 
Technical implementation can be a combination of: 

Eucalyptus+Hadoop+SciDB (+Freenet?)Eucalyptus+Hadoop+SciDB (+Freenet?)

By the Hardware side there are different commercial solutions to 
manage and gather desired storage/cloud capabilities (i.e. IBM, 
Mellanox, Sun and so on): the cost is a discriminant parameter!

advantages disadvantages

COMMERCIAL → COMMERCIAL → timetime moneymoney

OPENSOURCE→   OPENSOURCE→   moneymoney timetime



  

Examples of “open HW”Examples of “open HW”

It is possible to check-out current 
hardware possibilities in order to 
grant redundance redundance and linear linear 
espandibilityespandibility of an archive node 
(i.e. 2-2.5PB in size). We plan to 
test in 2014 these two open 
storage solutions in order to point 
out advantages and limitations:

1) Storage Server Module (72-HD 
bay + additive JBOD) 

2) Storage Network Module (60-HD 
bay + additive JBOD + dual 
redundant controller)

both solutions are espandible 
to 2-2.5 PB as needed 



  

Example of “commercial HW”Example of “commercial HW”
Commercial design can speed-up developing but the cost is higher without the 
industry's parnership. Here is a 2013 brochure of a Mellanox based solution: it is 
totally customizable (in computing and storage, by HP) but to be linearly scalable 

infiniband switches and ports are needed (other possibilities: IBM and SUN) 



  

Costs of an Open IT Solution #1Costs of an Open IT Solution #1
At now the cost of a “good” 4TB disk is ~150 Euros~150 Euros
One of the latest commercial 4U-rack unit NAS storage network systems can contain about 72 drives
 (i.e. 72x4TB=288TB => RAID6=240TB redundant or  RAID5=264TB redundant), thus each storage unity of ~250TB will costs ~10 kEuros. 
Thus the cost per PB is function of the degree of redundancy of the RAID system and can be averaged to ~40kEuros.
A 47unit rack full of DISK will contain about 2-2.5PB  with an averaged  cost of ~100 kEuros (+ devices needed to hosts these 720 disks ~ 50 kEuros)
Parallel computing with a pair of GPU servers hosting 3 GPU gen3 (or further) devices for an estimated cost of ~28 kEuros.
The TOR switch 10-40GBit costs about 5-10 kEuros and an infiniband switch is quoted ~20kEuros. 

A full hardware implementation for a full 2.5PB distribute AS module (SB prototype) at now will imply a cost ranging from  
~ [200 – 250] kEuros~ [200 – 250] kEuros 

Moore's law implies to change hardware solutions every ~5 years, but at each hardware revisitation the capability of the system will significantly 
increase since it is expected to fit ~8-16-24-32 PB within the same rack respectively in 2016-2018-2020-2022.

With a 2.5PB storage node containing in total 800 disks a fault fraction of 
~40 disks per year (~2-3-4 disks to be exchanged every month).
Limiting the capability of a each data-centre to the storage capabilities of 1 
(or 2) rack will ensure the possibility of decouple the risk management of 
the whole archive and the manpower needed to manage the infrastructure

Taking into account the Moore's law applied to disk storage, the whole 
off-site distributed CTA archive will easily fit within the space granted by 

~20 racks~20 racks. (after 2020 the total storage can increase up to ~650PB)
Thus we can imagine to distribute this storage capability within 10 
well-connected sites hosting respectively 2 racks each.

In 2013 one PB of disks consumes ~10kWh, which means ~20kWh 
including cooling and this amount to ~175MW/PB per year (i.e. 
~30-60kEuros per year per rack, at the averaged kWh cost of 2014 in 
Italy, which is 0.36Euros per KW, i.e. in other countries this cost reduces 
consistently). 

auto-produce the needed electrical power by solar panels and renewable 
energy ???



  

Costs of an Open IT Solution #2Costs of an Open IT Solution #2

          Slide by Rowland Walter, 
ISDC - Observatory/University of Geneva

          Slide by Rowland Walter, 
ISDC - Observatory/University of Geneva



  

General CTA Archive OverviewGeneral CTA Archive Overview
     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS - LAPP

     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS - LAPPCOMPETING SCENARIOS: COMPETING SCENARIOS: CENTRALIZEDCENTRALIZED



  

General CTA Archive OverviewGeneral CTA Archive Overview
     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS - LAPP

     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS - LAPPCOMPETING SCENARIOS: COMPETING SCENARIOS: DISTRIBUTED???DISTRIBUTED???



  

General CTA Archive OverviewGeneral CTA Archive Overview
     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS – LAPP

MODIFIED by S.Gallozzi

     Slide by Giovanni Lamanna 
                  CNRS – LAPP

MODIFIED by S.GallozziCOMPETING SCENARIOS: COMPETING SCENARIOS: MODIFIED!MODIFIED!

COMPUTINGCOMPUTING

COMPUTINGCOMPUTING
CTA CloudCTA Cloudon-Site?on-Site?



  

General CTA Archive OverviewGeneral CTA Archive Overview

no official choice has been taken yet! no official choice has been taken yet! 
                            STILL UNDER INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSION!STILL UNDER INTERNATIONAL DISCUSSION!

What kind of scenario could be advertised by What kind of scenario could be advertised by 
OAR and LNF synergy for the CTA-ARCHIVE?OAR and LNF synergy for the CTA-ARCHIVE?
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